ABSTRACT. In this paper we show how to compute the probability that a sequence Z n = X 0 + • • • + X n of partial sums of dependent random variables, each taking on the values ±1, will first leave an interval (a, b) at a; and how to compute the expected time it takes for the partial sums to leave the interval (a, b).
Suppose that M (A, SF) is the linear space of all measures <p on the measurable space (A, 9) of all functions oe mapping the non-negative integers into the finite set {-1, +1} with 9 being the o--field generated by the events X t (<o) = o)(t) = 8 = ±l; and that O is a linear subspace of M(A, 9) which is closed under the operators T and E(8), 8 = ±1, defined by T<p(X Q = 8 0 ,...,X n = 8 n ) = <p(X x = S 0 ,..., X n+1 = 8 n )
E(8)<p(A) = cp(X 0 = 8,A).
Suppose that a and b are integers with a<-1 and 6>+l and that r ab (co) is the first time n for which ci>(0) + • • • + a)(n) is not in the interval (a, b). Then we have the following THEOREM. For each cp G 4>,
where the linear functional p* and the operators A and B are defined via
where it is assumed that a complex number A can be found such that the inverse of AE(+1) + TE(-1) exists and where 
b+o,(0)(û>)<P(dû>) /a+<o(0),b+a,(0)(û>)E(-l)<p(dû>)+ J /a+a,(0),b+o,(0)(û>)E(+l)<p(d(o)
which, upon replacing <p by E(-l)<p and E(+l)<p give us equations (1) and (2). Equations (3) and (4) are obvious. From equations (1) and (2) so that
where we take the inverse of E(-l)*A* b_1 E(-l)* as an operator of JB(-1)*<I>* into E(-l)*<ï>*. Thus by (5) and (6), with -b replaced by a-ft + 1 in (6), we have
as was to be proved. Now let T* b be the linear functional on <I > denned by r*j,<p = $T ab (u))<p(d<o). Then the second part of the theorem will follow, as in the first part of the proof, from the equalities:
E(-l)*T? 1>b = 0 
